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ABSTRACT
The increasing use of willingness to pay (WTP) to value the benefits of malaria control interventions offers a unique
opportunity to explore the possibility of estimating a transferable indicator of mean WTP as well as studying differences
across studies. As regression estimates from individual WTP studies are often assumed to transfer across populations it also
provides an opportunity to question this practice.

Using a qualitative review and meta analytic methods, this article determines what has been studied and how, provides a
summary mean WTP by type of intervention, considers how and why WTP estimates vary and advises on future reporting
of WTP studies.

WTP has been elicited mostly for insecticide-treated nets, followed by drugs for treatment. Mean WTP, including zeros,
is US$2.79 for insecticide-treated nets, US$6.65 for treatment and US$2.60 for other preventive services. Controlling for a
limited number of sample and design effects, results can be transferred to different countries using the value function. The
main concerns are the need to account for a broader range of explanators that are study specific and the ability to transfer
results into malaria contexts beyond those represented by the data. Future studies need to improve the reporting of WTP.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Malaria can affect diverse features of human existence including health, mobility, investment choices and even
fertility (Malaney et al., 2005). Although its endemic and epidemic nature influences many national policies, its
spread and effect extends beyond national boundaries thus justifying the development of collective action and
international policy.

Both cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit analysis (CBA) have been used or proposed to help make difficult
choices about the extent and focus of national and international support for the prevention and treatment of
malaria (e.g. Kamya et al., 2002; Mulligan et al., 2006; Breman et al., 2006; Roll Back Malaria Partnership,
2008). As malaria has detrimental health and nonhealth effects that can have important consequences for
economic development, CBA is more appropriate theoretically for decision making as it can summarise the
monetary value of all benefits (Mills et al., 2008). WTP is the maximum a person or household would be
willing to pay for a good or service and is one route for providing an estimate of benefit for use in CBA
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(Brouwer and Bateman, 2005). Recently, many studies have provided estimates of mean willingness to pay
(WTP) for malaria prevention and treatment. A review of these values could help provide estimates of benefit
for economic evaluation, predict WTP in a variety of situations using a broader knowledge of its determinants
(van Houtven, 2008) and indicate key gaps in existing knowledge (e.g. van Houtven et al., 2007).

Although systematic reviews of effectiveness and cost-effectiveness analysis are common in the health
sector, this is not the case with WTP studies, perhaps because of the heterogeneity of research methods
and reporting practices (van Houtven, 2008). However, in the environmental field, ‘benefit transfer’ is
used to transfer estimates from data-rich to data-poor settings using unadjusted or adjusted techniques (e.g.
Brouwer et al., 1999). Although widely practiced, unadjusted transfer can be hazardous as differences
between context (e.g. socioeconomic, service provision, risks) are not accounted for (OECD, 2002). Adjusted
techniques include using experts and, index-based calibration exercises using local data on specific determinants
and meta-analysis (Bateman et al., 2000). Although meta-analysis/regression is still based on the transfer of
a whole function, it allows results from several studies to be used together. This has been shown to be
particularly important when contexts are more dissimilar (Brouwer and Bateman, 2005). However, the
importance of good quality benefit estimations from original studies to the quality of benefit transfer has also
been recognised (Brouwer and Bateman, 2005; Wilson and Hoehn, 2006), and this will also be the case for
meta-analyses.

Relative to other health interventions, first, studies on WTP for malaria control interventions have been
unusually common (Diener et al., 1998; Olsen and Smith, 2001) and therefore offer a potentially natural route
to exploring some issues of practice within health economics. Second, a cursory view of the malaria literature
shows that the interval of variation between mean estimates is wide but that the nature of studies (e.g. sample
size, area of study, methods of calculating WTP) also vary. WTP studies can be costly and time-consuming to
implement and analyse for policy decisions. A synthesis of literature could feed into policy decisions in a
variety of contexts and meta-analysis may offer a useful analytical framework as long the quality is reasonable
and the basis for comparison is justified.

Our aims in this study were fourfold: first, to find out what is known about WTP for malaria control, that is,
what has been studied; second, to calculate summary measures of mean WTP; third, to consider how and why
mean WTP varies; and fourth, to reflect on the processes of our evaluation and consider the implications for
future reporting of WTP studies for malaria control and other health interventions.

2. METHODS

Five databases (MEDLINE, Ingenta, Bath Information and Data Services, International Bibliography of the
Social Sciences and Econlit) were searched from their inception to August 2011 using the following key words:
(i) willing or willingness and pay crossed with malaria and (ii) contingent and value or valuation with malaria
as well as MESH terms and ‘wild cards’ as appropriate to the database. In addition, an Internet search in Google
Scholar was undertaken using the same search terms in English and Spanish. Articles were excluded if they
were not WTP studies, used observed rather than stated preferences for WTP, did not contribute information
for descriptive or quantitative analysis, were inaccessible, reported WTP for malaria-specific goods that could
not be extracted from other services or goods, referred to treatment access or reported duplicated results.

A data extraction form included questions on context (e.g. geographical study location), study question and
design (e.g. starting bid values, nature of WTP question; for definitions, see Appendix A), type of good/service
valued, sampling and characteristics of sample (e.g. method of sample selection, income level), mean of WTP
values and method of analysing WTP (e.g. type of regression model). Each abstract and article selected was
double reviewed, with a third reviewer consulted where necessary.

Three types of analyses were undertaken. First, summary descriptive statistics were used to describe
the background (e.g. country, level of endemicity) and methods of eliciting WTP. Further quantitative
analysis was based on articles reporting mean WTP measures and standard deviations. Second, meta-analysis
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was used to summarise mean WTP. Third, meta-regression was used to explain heterogeneity in mean WTP
(Van Houtven, 2008). The quantitative analysis used the mean WTP results provided by the articles, and
therefore results from this analysis rely on methods of calculation from each article.

To aid comparative quantitative analysis, we converted mean WTP values to US$2011 using country-
specific gross domestic product (GDP) deflators (World Bank, IMF, 2006) and World Bank purchasing power
parities (Mulligan et al., 2003). Mean WTP values were multiplied by the coefficient of GDP for 2011 divided
by the GDP of the particular year of the study and then divided by the purchasing power parity conversion
factor for 2011. The advantage of using international dollars is that international and intertemporal distortions
in prices are accounted for as an international dollar buys a comparable amount of goods and services across
countries over time.

A random effects model was used to conduct the meta-analysis that was based on mean WTP weighted by
the inverse of the variance of each included study (Petitti, 2000; Sutton et al., 2004; Sutton and Higgins, 2008).
A fixed effects model was not used because included studies differed in design and conduct in many ways, such
as the characteristics of the patients or intervention (i.e. dose of drug or vaccine). Mean WTP values are
assumed to be randomly distributed with the central point of the distribution the focus of the pooled estimate,
with 95% CIs. The chi-squared test was used to test for evidence of heterogeneity and the I2 test undertaken to
indicate variation in mean WTP attributable to heterogeneity. The random-effects model used the DerSimonian
and Laird (1986) method because of the presence of heterogeneity and was performed in STATA version 10
(StataCorp, 2007). This model assumes a different underlying effect for each study and takes this into
consideration as an additional source of variation (Perera and Heneghan, 2008).

Summary valuations from the meta-analyses are grouped by the most frequent types of ‘good’ [insecticide-
treated nets (ITNs), other prevention and treatment goods], survey design characteristics (elicitation format,
country and rurality) and reported for the inclusion and exclusion of zero WTP values. ITNs were considered
separately because of their similarity and frequency of study.

The presentation of results by ex/inclusion of zero values arose following a finding that some WTP studies
excluded zeros from mean values whilst other studies did not state whether they were included or, if they did,
how they were accounted for. Zero values should be accounted for, ideally in terms of whether they are ‘true’
zeros, protest responses or even negative values (Hanley et al., 2009) to ensure that parameter estimates are
consistent and any calculated measures of benefit are unbiased (Strazzera et al., 2003). The default position
was therefore to assume zeros were included unless otherwise stated. In two instances, information on rurality
was missing and this was replaced by the modal setting (i.e. rural).

A random-effect meta-regression is also used to synthesize research findings, to test hypotheses and lead
to interpretation for policy in the presence of heterogeneity (Sutton et al., 2004). The random effects
meta-regression allows for heterogeneity not explained by the covariates. Mean WTP estimates formed the
dependent variable, with the remaining treated as independent explanators of variance. To establish the range
of independent variables for inclusion, we undertook an examination of the variables included in each study-
specific regression model with respect to the type and number of variables as well as the level and direction
of significance. The criteria used to select independent variables were being the subject of a study in no
less than three articles and having a ‘reasonably clear’ direction of effect across studies. A priori expectations
about the signs of coefficients were based on the proportion of studies reporting a particular sign. For
example, a positive sign was expected if most articles reported it. However, the sign was considered inde-
terminate if (i) only one article reported that finding or (ii) the proportion of studies reporting either sign was
equal.

Where possible, we used study-specific data directly for each of the selected independent variables (e.g.
percentage of males in sample) or by recoding study-specific data (e.g. type of education, to account for
different categorisations across publications). However, some data were collected in a way that is either too
heterogeneous or was not usable because of insufficient reporting across articles (e.g. income). In some cases
alternative data was sought for all studies, for example gross national income (GNI) per capita. Not all articles
included in the analysis reported information regarding gender and average number of years in education.
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Missing data were replaced using modal or mean values. Of 89 values for gender, 25 were imputed, and of 89
estimations for education, 24 were replaced.

Two meta-regressions of mean WTP were performed: one for all interventions and one only for ITNs. To
avoid double counting, we dropped any estimates from the same study that had not included zero values if
an estimate of mean value had also included zero values. Any variable causing multicollinearity was dropped.
The regression was weighted by the standard deviation of each study.

The proportion of the between-study variance (t2) of the model with and without covariates was used
to determine explained variance of the model, along with the adjusted R2 (to measure the proportion of between-
study variance explained by the covariates), and a joint test for all covariates to control the risk of false-positive
findings. Because some data used were published in different articles but came from the same studies or countries,
a sample-weighted least squares meta-regression with clustering was conducted. As with the meta-analysis, meta-
regressions were estimated for models including and/or excluding zeros. Because the outcome variable was
log-transformed, such coefficients can be interpreted as elasticities. Other coefficients were interpreted using the
exponential function and correspond to changes in the ratio of the expected geometric means of the original
outcome variable. The exponentiated values were compared with the value of one to facilitate comparison.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Articles selected

Figure 1 documents the flow of articles through the study and the reasons for exclusion. Of 97 abstracts found,
59 met all inclusion criteria for the descriptive analysis, and from those, only 24 could be included in the meta-
analysis and meta-regression.

Of the 59 articles reviewed, most were journal articles (85%), followed by technical reports (10%). Forty-two
percent of published articles were located in social sciences journals and 39% in medical science journals. Around
41% were published between 2005 and 2011, with only seven published in the 1990s (see Appendix B).
The 59 publications derived from 41 studies. Of the studies from Nigeria, two had six and five publications
each, one study from Ethiopia had four publications and five other studies (from India, Ghana, Cameroon,
Central African Republic and Tanzania) had two publications each.

3.2. Background to studies and articles

Of the 59 articles included, 29% were from Nigeria, with the remaining articles from other African countries,
Burma, India, Indonesia and Sri Lanka. Forty-seven percent of the articles were undertaken in highly malaria
endemic areas, 15% in holoendemic (high levels in early years of life), 2% in an area of low endemicity, one article
in a mix of areas with low and high endemicity and 34% did not give such information. Fifty-one percent of articles
were based on interviews of households in rural areas, 37% in both rural and urban areas and 12% not specified.

Four percent of publications interviewed only the household head, whereas 61% opted for either household
head or a household representative. However, 29% of articles provided no information about whose views
were solicited. Most articles (63%) used randomly selected samples, but only 16% provided any statistical
justification for the sample size used and 23 articles (40%) did not state the method of sampling. The smallest num-
ber of individuals interviewed was in the USA (n=13) and the largest in Burkina Faso (n=2,490), with articles
having a median of 329 people. With respect to characterising the reporting of samples, almost half did not contain
the mean age of respondents, 61% did not give mean household income and 35% did not report gender.

The main study question covered a wide range of justifications for research, including the following: interest
in assessing the WTP for a malaria good and/or service and factors affecting it; socioeconomic differences in
preferences and WTP; comparison of WTP with ‘ability’ to pay (assessed from current household expenditure);
validity of different elicitations methods to calculate WTP estimates; equity and inequity implications of WTP;
setting priorities; studying demand and policy implications for malaria goods and/or services; to study the
acceptability and preference for malaria treatment and prevention; to study new approaches to benefit transfer;
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to assess the economic burden of malaria; to promote malaria goods and/or services; and how to implement a
malaria prevention program.

3.3. Methods of eliciting WTP

Appendix B specifies the elicitation format(s) used in each study and shows that six question formats were used to
elicit WTP (for definitions, see Appendix A) plus 15 articles (25%) did not specify their approach. The most fre-
quently used method was the bidding game (BG; 63%), used singly or combined with another method. This was
followed by the single-bounded dichotomous choice (SBDC), SBDC with open-ended method (SBDC+OE) and
open-ended questions (OEs). The lowest starting bid was offered in Burma for a test kit (US$1.004) and the highest
starting bid in Ghana for treatment of malaria (US$50.31). Ninety-four percent of articles did not provide the per-
centage of ‘do not know’ responses, and it is not clear whether most studies provided this option to respondents.

Three studies (covering twelve articles) tested the effects of different elicitation formats and found statistically sig-
nificantly effects on stated WTP, with open-ended formats producing lower estimates than the BG and SBDC+OE.

3.4. Meta-analysis: mean WTP values

There was often more than one mean WTP estimate per publication, as researchers asked about different goods,
different populations and used more than one approach to ask WTP questions. In fact, 53% of publications had

59 papers included in the descriptive analysis 

21 publications were not WTP studies 
2 publications used observed not stated preferences
11 publications did not contain relevant or new 
information in WTP  
1 publication was not found 
1 publication did not separate the value of malaria
related goods from other goods 
1 publication focused on treatment access 
1 publication not focused on malaria 

Applied criteria to exclude publications 

31 publications did not contain a standard deviation 
necessary for quantitative analysis 
1 publication did not add further information for the 
meta-analysis  
2 publications did not state an explicit mean WTP  
1 publication was excluded because there was no 
reliable data source available to convert the mean 
WTP amount to International dollars 2006 

24 papers included in the meta-analysis and 
meta-regression

97 papers 

Applied criteria to exclude publications

Figure 1. Screening and selection method of the articles
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four or more mean estimates. Twenty-four of 59 articles from 14 studies provided 104 observations of mean
WTP, including and excluding zeros, for the meta-analysis. Six articles did not clarify whether zeros were in-
cluded (Wiseman et al., 2005; Onwujekwe et al., 2005a, 2005c; Ofiara and Allison, 1986; Jimoh et al., 2007;
Legesse et al., 2007), and two articles did not state whether the area was rural or urban (Onwujekwe et al.,
2004c; Wiseman et al., 2005).

Table I categorises three main types of goods and reports the results of the meta-analyses. For the type
of good valued, 69 of 104 estimates included zero values, of which 53% focused on ITNs and a further
36% on other forms of prevention. Average WTP was highest for treatment, followed by ITNs and other
prevention goods/services. However, WTP for treatment (including zeros) has a large 95% CI and a long
right hand tail compared with the others. It is also notable that 80% of articles did not reveal the percentage
of nonresponse.

Table I. Results from the random-effects meta-analysis (US$ 2011)

Zeros included? Mean WTP Lower 95% CI Upper 95% CI N

Type of good
ITNsa Yes 2.79*** 1.07 4.51 34

No 6.90*** 6.20 7.60 13
Other prevention Yes 2.60*** 2.44 2.75 26

No 4.82*** 4.12 5.51 6
Treatment Yes 6.65*** 4.42 8.88 9

No 5.82 4.74 6.90 16
Overall WTP for malaria goods/services Yes 5.25*** 4.30 6.20 69

No 6.57*** 5.84 7.31 35
Elicitation format
BG Yes 2.79*** 2.28 3.30 27

No 5.61*** 4.68 6.55 24
SBDC+OE Yes 3.10*** �0.16 6.40 10

No 6.18*** 4.61 7.74 4
SH Yes 3.62*** 2.31 4.93 7
OE Yes 0.81*** 0.70 0.92 10
SBDC Yes 28.68*** 18.38 38.98 6
Payment card Yes 58.73*** 20.14 97.31 7

No 1.14 1.11 1.17 1
Not specified Yes 22.80*** �17.37 62.97 2

No 12.02*** 9.75 14.28 6
Country
India Yes 4.52*** 3.97 5.07 4

No 6.32 6.17 6.48 1
Cameroon Yes 1.11 1.07 1.15 1

No 1.14 1.11 1.17 1
Ethiopia Yes 0.62 0.60 0.64 1
Nigeria Yes 3.40*** 3.22 3.58 45

No 5.75*** 4.81 6.69 31
Sri Lanka Yes 22.80*** �17.37 62.97 2

No 25.40*** �19.59 70.39 2
Sudan Yes 2.74*** 2.08 3.40 4
Tanzania Yes 2.71*** �1.98 7.39 6
USA Yes 67.70 38.01 97.39 6

Area
Rural Yes 3.89*** 1.99 5.79 33

No 7.94*** 6.74 9.14 26
Rural or urban Yes 5.03*** 4.76 5.29 21

No 1.06*** 0.81 1.31 9
Not specified Yes 2.78*** 2.13 3.42 15

aAlthough ITNs is a preventive measure, it was treated separately because of the quantity of observations.
***Heterogeneity chi-squared test: p≤ 0.01.
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Of the 14 different malaria goods or services described by the articles (see Appendix B), 43% articles were
focused on ITNs and 23% on treatment (see Table I), with the rest (34%) on a variety of prevention methods,
including vaccine for 1 year coverage, retreatment of nets, indoor spraying, larviciding, preventive care, malaria
control/eradication and insecticide. Treatment goods included drugs either monotherapy or combined drugs as
well as insurance for treatment. Fuller details of the goods and services valued are given in Appendix B.
Although some of the products asked about are purchasable on the open market in some form (e.g. untreated
mosquito nets, malaria tablets), we noted that 72% of articles gave no indication of either the market price of
the good or service or the price of it is closest competitor (e.g. untreated mosquito nets, if treated mosquito nets
were valued).

Regarding elicitation methods, when WTP values include zeros, the payment card, with data from seven
studies, had the highest mean WTP (US$58.7) and largest variation in values both absolutely and proportion-
ally. This was followed by the SBDC format (US$28.7, n = 6). The 95% CIs from these methods did not over-
lap with the next bunching of elicitation methods [BG, structured haggling (SH), SBDC and OE] whose mean
WTP ranged between US$2.79 and US$6.18. The lowest mean WTP was for the OE format (mean =US$0.81,
95% CI = 0.70–0.92, n = 10), and the 95% CI did not cross those of other methods, apart from those studies not
specifying the elicitation method, which included a negative lower 95% CI.

People in rural or urban areas have a higher WTP, when including zero values, than those in rural areas only,
and there are marked variations in mean WTP by country. For example, when including zeros, Ethiopia has the
lowest mean WTP (US$0.6) and Sri Lanka has the highest mean WTP (US$22.8). Mean WTP in Nigeria,
which supplied more than 50% of estimates, was US$3.4 (95% CI = 3.2–3.6).

Table I shows that there are four instances where including zero values indicates that the average mean
WTP is higher than when zero values are excluded. One is for mean WTP by treatment, which relies on
assumptions about whether zero values are included in nine observations from four studies. However, if
the base case was changed to assume that these studies had included zeros, the finding did not change. The
second two cases are for payment card and unspecified elicitation format, which relies on assumptions for
two studies each. This appears to occur because observations exclude zero values from more studies than
include them, although it is clear that the same studies do maintain the correct ordering of values with and
without zero values. The fourth instance occurs for ‘rural and urban’ in the ‘area’ variable, which relies on
assumptions for four observations from two studies. In this case, if the base case had assumed that these studies
had included zeros, the incoherence disappears. Table I also shows that some 95% CIs contain negative values.
Although they appear for only one elicitation format, all belong to four different studies, three conducted in
Tanzania and one in Sri Lanka. This may have occurred because of skewness, suggesting log transformation
could be useful.

3.5. Meta-regression: explaining variation in WTP

Appendix C summarises the results from published regression models and shows that nine variables most often
explain variation in mean WTP for goods/services to control malaria.1 The main findings, in a rough order of
strength of evidence, are given as follows:

1) Socioeconomic status: of 20 coefficients from 6 publications, all 18 statistically significant coefficients
show a positive relationship between status and WTP.

2) Gender: of 33 coefficients from 20 articles, 14 of 17 were statistically significant coefficients and indi-
cate a positive relationship between being male and having a higher WTP.

3) Marital status: of 29 coefficients from 19 articles, 5 of 7 statistically significant coefficients are
negative, indicating being married is associated with a reduced WTP.

1This exercise was repeated for other prevention goods or services, ITNs and treatment separately, and most of the results were confirmed.
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4) Education: of the 30 coefficients from 17 publications, 12 of 15 statistically significant coefficients in-
dicate that more years of education are associated with a higher WTP.

5) Age: of the 28 coefficients from 16 articles, all 11 statistically significant coefficients indicate older
people are associated with a lower WTP.

6) Household size: of the 27 coefficients from 13 articles, 10 of the 13 statistically significant coefficients
indicate that household size is associated with a higher WTP.

7) Status in household: of the 17 coefficients from 10 articles, 4 of the 7 statistically significant coeffi-
cients indicate a positive relationship between being the head of household and WTP.

8) Recent experience of malaria: of the 16 coefficient from 10 articles, 4 of the 7 statistically significant
coefficients indicated having malaria was associated with a reduced WTP.

9) Occupation: of 14 coefficients from 7 different publications, 2 of the 4 statistically significant
coefficients show a positive relationship between occupation and WTP.

10) Household income and average annual expenditures (proxy for income): of the 7 coefficients from 6
publications, all statistically significant coefficients indicate that there is a positive correlation
with WTP.

11) Expenditure to treat malaria: of the 10 coefficients from 6 articles, 3 of 4 statistically significant
coefficients showed a positive relationship with WTP.

As the direction of significance was not conclusive for occupation, recent experience of malaria or status in
household, these variables were not included in the meta-regression. Because of insufficient information from
individual articles, it was also not possible to incorporate data on gender, marital status, age, household size,
household income and expenditure to treat malaria in the meta-regression. However, GNI per capita was used
as a proxy for household income. As endemicity of malaria could be an explanator of WTP (Onwujekwe, 2004)
but is rarely reported by studies, data on malaria incidence were collected separately (World Bank, UNICEF,
2005; Korenromp, 2005).

Table II provides the base and reduced model of the meta-regression of log mean WTP for all interventions
valued. It uses a sample of 101 values (3 values were dropped to avoid double counting, and both gender and
incidence were dropped because of multicollinearity). Model diagnostics show that most variation is due to
heterogeneity and that approximately 70% is explained.

The reduced model in Table II shows that WTP for ITNs is statistically significantly higher than for other
prevention goods and that although WTP for treatment is higher than for ITNs, this is not statistically signifi-
cant. Mean WTP for other prevention goods in general is 67% lower than for ITNs. The reduced model
also shows that compared with the BG, WTP values elicited using open-ended elicitation were statistically
significantly lower (at 1% level), and SBDC was statistically significantly higher (at 10% level). Log GNI is
statistically significantly and positively related to mean WTP, with a 1% increase in GNI associated with a
1.47% increase in mean WTP.

In the random effects meta-regression (reduced model) of mean WTP for ITNs, mean WTP values are less
(57% lower) for the OEs compared with the BG method. In this case, including zero values was also statistically
significant and negatively related to mean WTP.

4. DISCUSSION

This article is a rare attempt in health economics to compare WTP results across goods/services and the first to
do so for the prevention and treatment of malaria. The discussion sets out what values have been elicited to date
and what is known about their variation. It then considers how reliable and useful these values are before
considering how estimates could be improved in the future.

Most articles (64%) have focused on the WTP for a single intervention rather than several single
interventions. However, 36% of studies did ask for the WTP for more than one intervention and 83% of studies
sought more than one value. WTP has mainly been used to estimate the value attributed to ITNs, followed
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by drugs (as monotherapy and combination therapy), a hypothetical vaccine and a retreatment of nets. No
study has compared the WTP for different types of prevention with treatment, and therefore this article is
the first to do so. The WTP estimates tend to be focused on newer rather than existing methods for controlling
malaria, except in the case of ITNs where more estimates exist for those that require annual retreatment.
No values have been provided for prevention methods such as sheets, screens or repellents, possibly because
these are more readily available in local markets. However, neither have values been elicited for govern-
ment-provided environmental or biological control or for different approaches to spraying in terms of choice
of chemical or focus of spraying. articles did not tend to provide many details about the interventions valued.
Therefore, no further analysis could be conducted on variation in definitions of interventions.

The results from the meta-regression (reduced model) show that mean WTP for ITNs is US$1.03 under the
following conditions: when a BG is used to elicit values, when zero values are included, a mean of 3.59 years of
education and a mean GNI/capita of 2.23. Under the same conditions, the mean WTP for malaria treatment
would be US$0.91, and the mean WTP for other preventive services would be US$0.82.

The reliability and validity of these results can be judged in several ways. First, the explanatory variables
reflect expected associations and have enabled inclusion of variables that are often not considered within
one study, such as a broad range of elicitation mechanisms and types of goods. For example, GNI/capita is
statistically significant and positive and reflect findings from the qualitative review of WTP studies. The
method of eliciting WTP values is also significantly related to WTP values, with open-ended valuation methods
providing consistently lower values than BG approaches and SBDC providing consistently higher values. These
correspond with findings reported elsewhere (Yeung et al., 2006; Brouwer et al., 1999) but do indicate that
elicitation effects may also extend to interventions with more defined property rights. Second, the regression
diagnostics indicate that the proportion of between-study variance is high, the R2 is high (45%) and the
remaining between-study variance appears small at 0.78. In addition, the overall model p value (0.000) is small,

Table II. Results from meta-regression for all malaria control interventions

Explanatory variable

Dependent variable: LMEAN_WTP

Base model Reduced model

Prevention for malaria control
ITNs Base case Base case
Other prevention �1.19 (0.26)*** �1.09 (0.25)***
Treatment 0.21 (0.30) 0.29 (0.27)

Elicitation format
BG method Base case Base case
SBDC+OE method �0.15 (0.32) �0.14 (0.31)
SH value method �0.04 (0.42) �0.24 (0.38)
OE method �1.76 (0.38)*** �1.70 (0.33)***
SBDC method 0.86 (0.52) 0.84 (0.5)*
Payment card �0.94 (7.00) �0.18 (0.66)
Unspecified/unspecific method 0.19 (0.31) 0.14 (0.30)

Area
Rural Base case –
Rural or urban 0.07 (0.29)
Unspecified as rural/urban �0.47 (0.35)

Mean WTP including zero values �0.19 (0.30) –
Log GNI payment card 1.26 (0.50)** 1.47 (0.46)***
Log mean years education 0.12 (0.33) –
Study conducted in Nigeria 0.29 (0.30) –
Constant 0.18 (0.70) 0.20 (0.42)
N 101 101
t2 0.75 0.78
I2 residual 99.35% 99.68%
Adjusted R2 47.71% 44.79%

Significance of parameters: *≤0.10; **≤0.05; ***≤0.01.
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and therefore there is evidence for an association of the covariates with the outcome. Finally, three of the
individual studies reviewed unusually included an assessment of criterion validity (Onwujekwe, 2004;
Onwujekwe, 2001; Bhatia and Fox-Rushby, 2002), and although we cannot transfer the findings to the
combined sample, it is interesting to reflect the two main findings: predictions of (non)purchase from stated
preferences were correct in 70% to 85% of cases, but no significant difference was found between elicitation
methods studies (BG, SH and SBCH+OE).

Although there are good indications that the meta-regression performed as expected, concerns about
validity could remain for three reasons. First, the qualitative review indicated the importance of several
explanatory variables in individual studies that could not be included because of a lack of reported data
(socioeconomic status, wealth, marital status, facing price of intervention and household size). Nevertheless,
Brouwer and Bateman (2005) recently concluded that although such variables may be the best fit for
individual studies, addition of variables beyond key economic explanators such as income and own/cross
price may reduce the transferability of WTP values. Second, although some explanatory data such as
income were included, the data used were not study specific, that is, GNI/capita was a proxy for average
income in a study site. This is most likely to affect data from countries with several studies as no distinction
could be made between different studies, other than by year. Nevertheless, the advantage of the income data used
was that it was not subject to differential measurement error likely to arise in studies that choose to measure
income differently. One implication of these concerns could be that existing variables overexplain existing
variation and are not as important as would first appear. Third, most malaria control interventions exhibit
strong positive external effects (use of both preventions and treatment can reduce risk of infection for others),
and therefore if WTP of individuals only reflects personal benefits it is likely to substantially underestimate
the true value to society of the intervention and therefore bias the value of these estimates for calculating a rate
of return for the interventions.

It would be possible to use each mean WTP estimate within calculations of the internal rate of return
for investment in ITNs, other preventive interventions or treatment for malaria control in a variety of
countries. This is likely to be most useful for decisions comparing malaria control with other health or
nonhealth investments. It could also help in comparing the value of investing in the three different categories
of malaria control considered. However, it will not help decisions about the efficiency of specific ITNs or
specific treatment. Future analysts would have to consider how the range of interventions falling in each of
the three categories reflects the nature of goods/services to be evaluated.

It is important to consider generalisability across geographical settings. Data for the meta-regression
included estimates from eight countries—from sub-Saharan Africa, India and the USA. However, 17 of 24
articles (corresponding to 79 of 104 estimates) included were from the same region of Nigeria, although the
meta-regression showed Nigeria was not a significant explanator itself. There is a lack of evidence from malaria
endemic regions such as Latin America, the Middle East, China and South East Asia. Results are likely to be
more reliable when more closely related to the context of the included studies rather than stretched way beyond
the sample of evidence, although this itself should be tested in the future.

It is also important to consider the usefulness of these results in the context of alternative approaches to the
transfer of mean values or whole value functions. Differences in mean WTP for malaria control interventions
between the meta-analysis and the meta-regression highlighted the presence of heterogeneity and the
importance of controlling for such differences before the transfer of mean WTP values, which would in this
instance be better achieved through meta-regression. Brouwer and Bateman (2005) considered benefit transfer
from individual studies and showed that mean value transfer is likely to be more reliable in similar situations
but that value function transfers were more reliable when transferring across dissimilar contexts. Taking
forward such conclusions would imply that the transfer of mean values is probably relatively good for ITNs
and within Nigeria and countries similar to Nigeria. It is also likely that transferring the value function from
a meta-regression is more reliable for transferring across dissimilar contexts, and this has been one of the
driving forces behind such work elsewhere (Rosenberger and Loomis, 2000; Shrestha, 2001; Engel, 2002;
Johnston et al., 2005; Johnston et al., forthcoming, in Moeltner et al., 2006). Policy contexts facing different
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risks of malaria might therefore be better use the general value function provided here to transfer data and this
itself should be a subject of further research.

It was surprisingly difficult to compare average WTP across studies. One of the main issues highlighted by
this review is the inadequate reporting of WTP studies; data from only 24/59 articles could be included as many
did not even report mean WTP values. Difficulties were compounded because those providing mean WTP
values reported insufficient data to facilitate comparison. The most surprising issue was the exclusion of, and
lack of clarity about, zero values. It is also curious that when studies chose not to report zero values, not only
was the percentage of zero values not given but no distinction was made between zeros and missing values, let
alone type of ‘missingness’ (e.g. survey or question nonresponse). This would suggest that such studies could
be the focus of multiple forms of untested bias, raising serious questions about the quality of some data.

There was an astonishing lack of basic data that was important for interpretation, not only across but
also within studies. The missing information included characteristics of the sample (e.g. who the respon-
dent was, age, income, gender), disease (e.g. exposure to malaria), study design (e.g. method of eliciting
WTP, level of starting bids, whether ‘don’t know’ responses had been elicited and, if so, their extent and
how they were treated) and methods of analysis (e.g. methods of calculating mean WTP, methods of
dealing with ‘don’t know’ and other missing data). Problems of lack of data could potentially be over-
come in the future by contacting authors, although we are aware that there is rarely a high response rate
(Pai et al., 2003; Wong and Wong, 2007). If we had had more data, we could have potentially accounted
for price and other economic variables, studied and controlled for a greater range of design effects and
been more aware of the true quality of data.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This study is the first example of the use of meta-analysis and meta-regression to determine WTP values in
health economics. Mean estimates of WTP for three broad categories of malaria control goods/services (ITNs,
other preventive services and treatment) are provided along with evidence of how to transfer these values across
countries, controlling for a limited number of sample and design effects. The main concern with the evidence to
date is the need to account for a broader range of economic explanators that are study specific (in a comparable
way) and the ability to transfer results into malaria contexts beyond those represented by the data. Future stud-
ies need to improve the reporting of the WTP variable and its construction as well as providing information on a
range of key explanatory variables.

APPENDIX A: DEFINITION OF ELICITATION METHOD FOR WTP

Bidding game (BG) Respondents are faced with several rounds of discrete choice (yes, no)
questions, followed by a final open-ended WTP question (Bateman et al.,
2002). It is modelled on the real-life situation in which individuals are asked
to state a price (Mitchel and Carson, 1993). Its most important characteristic
is the simple nature of the choice it required the respondent to make (Mitchel
and Carson, 1993). The bidding process will capture the highest price
consumers are willing to pay, thereby measuring the full consumer surplus
and the likelihood that the process of iteration will enable the respondent to
more fully consider the value of amenity (Mitchel and Carson, 1993). With this
elicitation method, the actual WTP amount from the respondent about his or her
preferences is obtained.

Single-bound dichotomous
choice (SBDC)

SBDC uses a large number of predetermined prices, chosen to incorporate
expected maximum WTP amounts of most respondents for the amenity.
Respondents only have to make a judgement about a given price, in the same
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way they decide whether or not to buy a supermarket good at a certain price.
It is argued that it is providing incentives for the truthful revelation of prefer-
ences under certain circumstances, values spread randomly across a sample to
allow structure of demand across the sample as a whole, thus, as it is in the
respondent’s strategic interest to accept the bid if his or her WTP is greater
or equal than the price asked and to reject otherwise (Bateman et al., 2002).

Single-bound dichotomous
choice with open-ended
question (SBDC+OE)

SBDC+OE is an offer of one dichotomous choice question and a second
open-ended question. Source: Mitchel and Carson (1993)

Structured haggling (SH) The SH method resembles the BG and SBDC+OE, but allows more steps the
BG and SBDC+OE to mimic the haggling process if needed, so that respon-
dents that are willing to pay are coaxed to state the highest possible amount
they can pay. Source: Mitchel and Carson (1993)

Open-ended question (OE) The direct open-ended elicitation format is a straightforward way of uncovering
values, asking the respondent what maximum price he/she is willing to pay for
the described good in one question (Bateman et al., 2002).

Payment card (PC) This method seeks to maintain the properties of the direct question approach
(i.e. BG) while increasing the response rates for the WTP questions by provid-
ing respondents with a visual aid which contains a large array of potential WTP
amounts, ranging from $0 to some large amount in response to the questions
what is your maximum WTP for X. Source: Mitchel and Carson (1993).

APPENDIX B: CHARACTERISTICS OF ARTICLES INCLUDED IN THE DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

Type of gooda Elicitation
format

Country Regression
model

Dependent
variable

References

ITNs
An ITN Not specified Gambia No regression MacCormack et al. (1989)
ITNs BG India No regression Bhatia (2005)
ITNs BG India No regression Bhatia and Fox-Rushby

(2002)
ITNs BG Mozambique Logistic WTP for ITNs Dgedge (2000)
ITNs OE, SBDC Kenya No regression Guyatt et al. (2002)
ITNs SBDC+OEb Tanzania No regression Mujinja et al. (2004)
ITNs BG, SBDC+OE, SH Nigeria No regression Onwujekwe (2004)
ITNs BG, SBDC+OE Nigeria OLS Variation in WTP

for ITNs (in general)
Onwujekwe (2001)

ITNs SBDC+OE, OE Nigeria Logistic and
Heckman model

Altruistic WTP
(in both models)

Onwujekwe and
Uzochukwu (2004)

ITNs BG plus SBDC+OE plus SH Nigeria OLS WTP for ITN Onwujekwe et al. (2004b)
ITNs BG, SBDC+OE, SH Nigeria No regression Onwujekwe et al. (2005a)
ITNs OE Nigeria Tobit Altruistic WTP for

ITN (for nets for
other people
combined for
four different areas)

Onwujekwe et al. (2002)

ITNs BG plus SBDC+OEc Nigeria OLS WTP for personal
and for other’s ITNs

Onwujekwe et al. (2001)

(Continues)
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Type of gooda Elicitation
format

Country Regression
model

Dependent
variable

References

ITNs SBDC+OE Mozambique Multiple
regression analysis

WTP for bed nets Chase et al. (2009)

ITNs BG Uganda Tobit Respondent’s
average buying or
selling bid for up to
three nets

Hoffmann (2009)

ITNs Not specified Ethiopia No regression Jima et al. (2005)
ITNs Not specified Burma No regression Lin et al. (2000)
ITNs SBDC+OE Tanzania Least squares

random effects
model and logit

WTP for an ITN Mujinja (2006)

Long-lasting ITNs Not specified India No regression Gunasekaran et al. (2009)
Long-lasting ITNs BG Ethiopia Logit WTP for an ITN Legesse et al. (2007)
ITNs (protection for
3 or 4 years) and
malaria vaccine
(preventing
contracting malaria
for one year)

SBDC Ethiopia Truncated
Poisson

WTP for all
vaccines
for next year and
WTP for ITNs

Cropper et al. (2000)

ITNs and ITNs
retreatment
(permethrin)

OE/dichotomous choice
with open-ended question

Kenya No regression Alaii et al. (2003)

ITNs and ITNs
retreatment once a
year

BG Nigeria Tobit WTP for small and
large nets and
WTP for
retreatment

Onwujekwe and Nwagbo
(2002)

ITNs and retreatment
of ITNs

BG, SBDC+OE, SH Nigeria OLS WTP for
retreatment

Onwujekwe et al. (2004a)

ITNs and retreatment
of ITNs

BG, SBDC+OE, SH Nigeria No regression Onwujekwe et al. (2005c)

ITNs and malaria
cure

Not specified Sierra Leone OLS WTP for ITNs and
malaria cure

Juana et al. (2004)

ITNs and vaccine
(preventing malaria
for one year)

Units per stated price
(SBDC)

Ethiopia Truncated
Poisson

WTP for ITNs and
vaccines

Lampietti et al. (1999)

ITNs, annual IRHS,
LWC and SSd

BG Sudan Tobit WTP for ITNs,
IRHS, LWC and SS

Onwujekwe et al. (2005b)

Other prevention
Bed nete and
hypothetical vaccine

Not specified Ethiopia Probit Differences between
husbands and wives
with respect to the
decision to purchase
preventive health
care

Lampietti (1999)

Community-based
malaria control
scheme

SBDC+OE Cameroon OLS, Heckman
two-stage model,
FIMLf

WTP for the
community-based
malaria control
scheme

Fonta et al. (2010)

Indoor spraying
within a year

Not specified Indonesia No regression Sanjana et al. (2006)

Insecticide for bed
net impregnation

Not specified Gambia No regression Mills et al. (1994)

Malaria control
within a
community-led
financing
framework

Payment card Cameroon Heckman two-
stage model and
OLS

WTP for malaria
control

Munpuibevi et al. (2010)

(Continues)
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Type of gooda Elicitation
format

Country Regression
model

Dependent
variable

References

Malaria control and
eradication

BG Ghana Probit WTP for malaria
control/eradication

Ankomah-Asante et al.
(2005)

Malaria rapid
diagnostic test

BG Nigeria No regression Uzochukwu et al. (2010)

Malaria test kit for
children 5 years and
younger

BG Tanzania OLS WTP for malaria
diagnostics

Rennie et al. (2009)

Mosquito control
(chemical and
nonchemical tools)

Payment card US No regression Ofiara et al. (1986)

Net treatment with
insecticide

Not specified Burkina Faso No regression Okrah et al. (2002)

PfPv test kit BG Burma OLS WTP for test kit Cho-Min-Naing et al. (2000)
Prevention treatment
(malaria control)g

Dichotomous choice Ghana Probit Qualitative choice
of amount an
individual is
willing to pay

Ankomah-Asante and
Asenso-Okyere (2003)

Preventive care
(mosquito nets)h,i

Not specified Sri Lanka Not specified WTP for curative
care and WTP for
ITNs

Attanayake (Undated)

Retreatment for
mosquito nets once a
year

BG Nigeria OLS WTP for retreatment Onwujekwe et al. (2000)

Vaccine Units per stated price
(SBDC)

India Probit and
binomial
regression

WTP for sum of
count of vaccines

Prabhu (2010)

Vaccine (for 3, 6 and
12 years of
protection)

Payment card Nigeria Multiple regression
analysis

WTP for malaria
vaccine

Udezi et al. (2010)

Vaccine (prevention
from malaria for one
year)

SBDCj Tanzania Probit Probability of
purchasing
vaccines for the
household

Poulos (2000)

Vaccine (preventing
malaria for one year)

SBDC Mozambique Probit Probability that a
respondent will
choose to pay for
the hypothetical
malaria vaccine

Whittington et al. (2003)

Vaccine (preventing
malaria of n
household members
for 1 year)

Units per stated price
(SBDC)

Ethiopia Truncated Poisson Demand for vaccines Cropper et al. (2004)

Vaccine to protect
women against
maternal malaria
and vaccine to
protect
children against
severe disease

Dichotomous choice Burkina Faso OLS WTP for maternal
and childhood
malaria vaccine

Sauerborn et al. (2005)

Treatment
Drugs SBDC Central

African
Republic

Logistic regression WTP for drugs to
treat malaria

Weaver et al. (1993)

Drugs SBDC Central
African
Republic

No regression Weaver et al. (1996)

(Continues)
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Type of gooda Elicitation
format

Country Regression
model

Dependent
variable

References

Drugs: chloroquine
(several days) and
sulfadoxine-
pyrimethamine
(1 day)

BG Nigeria OLS WTP for treatment Onwujekwe et al. (2007)

Drugs:
combination
therapy
(artemisinin based)
for uncomplicated
malaria

SBDC Tanzania Logit WTP for the
combination
therapy≤Tanzanian
Shillings (TSh) 500
respective
WTP>TSh 500

Saulo et al. (2008)

Drugs:
combination
therapy
(chroloquine and
sulfadoxine-
pyrimethamine)

BG, SH Nigeria Logistic and OLS WTP for
combination therapy

Onwujekwe et al. (2004c)

Drugs:
monotheraphy
(unit-dose
prepacked
chloroquine)

Not specified Uganda No regression Kilian et al. (2003)

Drugs: three
combination therapy
and monotherapyk

BG Tanzania No regression Wiseman et al. (2005)

Improved quality of
malaria treatmentl

BG Nigeria OLS WTO for
improved quality
of malaria
treatment

Onwujekwe et al. (2006)

Improved treatmentm Payment card Zambia Interval
regression

WTP for malaria
improved treatment

Masiye and Rehnberg
(2005)

Malaria insurance
scheme (monthly
payment)

Dichotomous choice Ghana Probit WTP for malaria
insurance

Asafu-Adjaye and Dzator
(2003)

Combination of
malaria treatment,
bed nets, space
spraying and
eradication of
malaria

SBDC+OE Nigeria OLS WTP for malaria
eradication and
control

Jimoh et al. (2007)

aAll treatment interventions were for single treatment.
bAlthough it is not clearly stated in the article, according to the description of the methods, this article was classified as using SBDC+OE.
cThe binary with follow-up method is only used in this study to calculate the mean WTP for one Nigeria’s area (called Orba).
dIRHS, indoor residual house spraying; LWC, larviciding with chemicals; SS, fogging or space spraying.
eThis bed net was not specified as being impregnated; hence, it is treated differently than ITNs.
fFull information maximum likelihood.
gThis study determines WTP for malaria treatment and prevention at the same time. It has been classified as a prevention article because
the treatment was not well specified.

hThis net is not specified as being impregnated and therefore is treated differently than ITNs.
iAlthough this study indicated that WTP is calculated for both curative and preventive care for malaria control, only WTP estimates for
preventive care are reported.
jThis article has been classified as SBDC, although there is a follow-up question at the end to obtain the maximum WTP value.
kThis includes arthemeter-lumefantrine, amodiaquine + sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine and amodiaquine + artesunate. The monotherapy is
based in amodiaquine.
lThe interventions presented were treatments in general hospitals, by community health workers, in primary healthcare centers, from
trained patent medicine dealers and in private clinics and hospitals
mImprovedmalaria treatment is based on access to a qualified doctor; nursing care; laboratory and other diagnostic services; access to all necessary
anti-malarial medicines; hospitalization costs, such as food, laundry, etc., as deemed necessary by clinicians; and health facility managers.
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APPENDIX C: SUMMARY RESULTS, BY VARIABLE TESTED, FROM REGRESSIONS OF MEAN
WTP FOR GOODS AND SERVICES FOR MALARIA CONTROL

Variable No.
articles

No. total
coefficients

No.
significant
coefficients

Total
positive

coefficients

Significance level
positive coefficients

by publication
numbera

Total
negative

coefficients

Significance level
negative coefficients

by publication
number

Gender 20 33 17 26 66.1, 66.2, 89, 76.1***,
76.4*, 3.1, 8.1***, 8.2,
9.1**, 9.2, 10**,
12.1***, 12.2***, 4**,
76.2**, 90.2, 57.2,
90.1, 90.2**, 21.1**,
21.2**, 105*, 119.1*,
131.1, 131.2, 131.3

7 57.1**, 23.3***,
3.2, 3.3, 23.1***,
23.2, 75.1

Marital status 19 29 7 13 89, 57.1**, 23.3, 76.4
23.1, 76.2, 12.1, 12.2,
57.2, 90.1, 111***,
131.1, 131.3

16 3.1, 3.2**, 3.3, 8.1,
8.2, 66.1, 66.2 9.1,
9.2, 10***, 4**,
23.2,
90.2*21.1*,123,
131.2

Education 17 30 15 23 66.1***, 66.2, 23.3***,
76.3*, 3.3*, 8.1, 8.2,
23.1***, 23.2, ( 64.1�
2)***, ( 64.2� 2)***,
10***, 90.1, 90.2***,
60, 21.1**, 111***,
123, 131.1, 131.2,
131.3

7 9.1, 9.2, 12.1,
12.2**, 21.2***,
21.2, 89

Age 16 28 11 4 66.1, 10, 21.1, 131.1 24 59, 66.2***, 57.1**,
8.1, 8.2, 23.3***,
76.1**, 76.4, 9.1,
9.2, 12.1***, 12.2,
23.1***, 23.2, 76,
90.2, 57.2, 21.1***,
21.2***, 21.2**,
119.1**, 119.2*,
131.2, 131.3

Household size 13 27 13 23 (59� 8), 3.3, 4*,
9.1**, 9.2, 10**, 12.1*,
12.2, 75, 21.1*, 21.2,
119.1**, 126.1***,
126.2***, 126.3***,
111***

4 8.1***, 8.2***,
119.2**, 123

Status in
household

10 17 7 10 23.3, 76.3, 76.4*,
3.2**, 3.3*, 10**,
23.1, 23.2, 76, 90.2,

7 3.1, 9.1, 9.2, 21.1**,
21.2*, 21.1***,
119.1

Actual incidence
of malaria

10 16 7 6 3.1, 10***, 21.1**,
3.1**, 131.1, 131.2

10 3.2**, 9.1*, 9.2,
12.1, 12.2**, 90.1,
119.1, 3.2*, 10,
131.3

Occupation 7 14 4 7 23.3***, 23.1***, 23.2,
10, 123, 131.1, 131.2

7 66.1***, 66.2***,
89, 10 � 3, 131.3

Socioeconomic
status

6 20 18 20 76.1***, 76.3***,
76.4***,64.1***,
64.1*, 64.2***, 64.2,
76.2***, 10***,
21.2.1**, 21.2.2,
21.2.3*, (21.1� 3)***,
(21.2� 2)**, 21.2*,
119.1***, 119.2***

0
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Variable No.
articles

No. total
coefficients

No.
significant
coefficients

Total
positive

coefficients

Significance level
positive coefficients

by publication
numbera

Total
negative

coefficients

Significance level
negative coefficients

by publication
number

Household
income

6 7 6 7 89***, 59***,
57.1**,57.2,
111***, 66.1***,
66.2***

0

Expenditure to
treat malaria

6 10 3 8 3.2, 3.3*, 13, 9.1,
9.2, 12.1, 4***,
111***

2 3.1, 12.2*

Distance to nearest
health facility

5 8 6 2 1.2**, 60 6 8.1***, 8.2**,
126.1***, 126.2***,
126.3***, 89

Household
wealth

4 8 5 7 105**, 123,
126.1***, 126.2***,
126.3***, 131.1**,
131.2

1 131.3

Household savings 4 5 5 5 13**, 9.1***, 9.2**,
4***, 111***

0

Price 4 4 4 0 4 59***, 91*, 57.1**,
57.2**

No. children in
household

4 5 3 2 66.2***, 57.2 3 59**, 66.1, 57.1**

Household cost of
illness

4 6 1 4 57.1**, 131.1,
131.2, 131.3

2 57.2, 59

Average annual
expenditure (food,
celebrations,
clothing, gifts,
school fees)

3 8 3 7 13*, 13, 9.1, 9.1***,
9.2 � 2, 12.1

1 12.2***

Value of first bid 2 3 2 2 8.1***, 8.2*** 1 23.3
Altitude 2 2 1 1 57.2 1 57.1**
WTP for own
ITNs

2 5 5 5 90.1***, 90.2***,
90.1***, 90.2***,
4***

0

Missing wage 2 2 0 2 57.1, 57.2 0
Ownership of
electrical
appliances (radio,
grinding machine)

2 6 3 6 3.1*, 3.2, 3.3*, 3.3,
90.1*, 90.2

0

Ownership of
methodof transport
(motorcycle,
bicycle, motorcar)

2 7 2 3 90.1, 90.2*, 90.2 4 3.1, 90.1***, 90.2,
90.1

Previous
purchase of nets

2 2 0 2 3.2, 90.1 0

Reads newspaper
easily (literacy)

2 2 1 1 57.1** 1 57.2

Resident of
urban area

2 8 4 1 60 7 8.1, 8.2, (60 � 2)**,
(60 � 2)***, 60

Health status of
the respondents

2 4 2 3 (75 � 2)**, 75 1 60

Food cost 1 3 2 3 90.1**, 90.1**, 90.2 0
Had other
illnesses

1 2 1 2 90.1**, 90.2 0

(Continues)
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Variable No.
articles

No. total
coefficients

No.
significant
coefficients

Total
positive

coefficients

Significance level
positive coefficients

by publication
numbera

Total
negative

coefficients

Significance level
negative coefficients

by publication
number

High starting
point

1 2 1 0 2 23.1, 23.2***

Medium starting
point

1 2 0 1 23.2 1 23.1

No. teenagers 1 1 0 1 57.2 0
Perceived risk of
contracting
malaria

1 2 0 2 9.1, 9.2 0

Purchase of ITNs 1 2 2 2 64.1***, 64.2*** 0
WTP for others
ITNs

1 4 4 4 90.1**, 90.2**,
90.1***, 90.2*

0

Actual incidence
of other illnesses

1 1 0 1 3.3 0

Community in
which
respondent and
his or her
household are
located

1 2 1 1 66.2*** 1 66.1

Dependency
status of
household
members

1 1 0 0 1 89

Dummy of
expenditure to
treat other
illnesses

1 1 0 0 1 3.3

Healthcare
facility

1 1 1 0 1 89**

Household
children size
(<6 years)

1 2 2 2 8.1***, 8.2** 0

Household
female size

1 2 0 2 8.1, 8.2 0

Households
teenagers size

1 1 0 1 57.1 0

Individual 6-
month cash
expenditure, log
10

1 2 0 2 8.1, 8.2 0

Individual 6-
month cash
income, log 10

1 2 2 2 8.1**, 8.2** 0

Household
means of
controlling the
disease vector

1 1 1 1 105** 0

Previous
participation in a
community
development
project

1 1 1 1 105** 0

Confidence in
the hypothetical
community trust
fund

1 1 1 1 105** 0

(Continues)
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Variable No.
articles

No. total
coefficients

No.
significant
coefficients

Total
positive

coefficients

Significance level
positive coefficients

by publication
numbera

Total
negative

coefficients

Significance level
negative coefficients

by publication
number

Currently using
public medical
facilities

1 1 1 0 1 111***

Stranger status 1 1 1 1 111* 0
Cost of spraying 1 1 1 1 111*** 0
Self-assessment
of own status
relatively to
others in the
society

1 1 1 0 1 111***

Log of cost of
spraying

1 1 1 1 111*** 0

Log self-
assessment
rating

1 1 1 0 1 111***

Log of total cost
of hospital
treatment

1 1 1 1 111*** 0

Use of
community
health workers

1 2 1 1 119.1 1 119.2***

Confidence in
the hypothetical
trust fund

1 3 3 3 126.1**, 126.2**.,
126.3**

0

Hospitalization
for malaria
within last
12 months

1 3 1 1 131.2** 2 131.1, 131.3

Have children 1 3 0 2 131.2, 131.3 1 131.1
Have health
insurance

1 3 0 2 131.1, 131.3 1 131.2

City of residence 1 3 0 1 131.2 2 131.1, 131.3

Significance of parameters: *≤0.10; **≤0.05; ***≤0.01.
No. articles Total number of publications reporting this variable
No. total coefficients Total number of coefficients reported in all different articles
Total positive coefficients Total number of positive coefficients reported by all articles
Significance level positive coefficients Specification of the significance level from positive coefficients
Total negative coefficients Total number of negative coefficients reported by all articles
Significance level negative coefficients Specification of the significance level from negative coefficients
aNumbers used in this column refer to a concrete paper. The repetition of these numbers using a dot and adding a second number try to
reflect the appearance order of these coefficients in the paper. For instance, the positive coefficients related to gender withdrawed from paper
66 are two: 66.1 (1st coefficient) and 66.2 (2nd coefficient). These coefficients are ordered according to the appearing order.
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